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The Levites had the leadership in the direction of the religions life, but in the control
remain

that Moses exercised this did not remiin with the tribe of Levi . In fact I don't recall

there was any Later, yes% there was one. Samuel for a peri& of a few M. But I don't

recall any other case w4( when it was in the tribe of levi. Reuben was the oY'Ø l1dest.

If the firstborn would have the great rights, it would be the Renites. Thit they never

were the leaders so far as our evidence goes. The tribe of Benjamin provided the first

king -- ing Siu1 - And eventually it was the tribe of Judah which does not play an out

standing part in these years hare that gave the line ofl the kings from which the Lord sent

David and David's greater son.

So this is the attitude of the Reubenites. y is this tribe of Levi aiead of us?

Reuben is just as good. We all are equal. This is what they said.

.. Now the Attitude of the Korahites is so/l% different that under ordinary

circum-stancestii orahites and the Reubenitea would not have stood together. But they are to-

gether here hecuse they are against the same thing. They are against Ioses and Aaron's

leadership. So we find the attitude of the Korahitee touched upon in what Moses said to

them in the end of vs. 7. "You take too winch upon you, you eons of Levi1. We haven't been

told before that as to what the attitude of the icorahites was, but roses regogniaed that

they were the really vital party- in the situation. In vs. 9-ll we again have Moses speaking

to them and there we see what their attitude was in the way that he reflects it. (Reading

text. vs. 8-fl of oh. 16). Here were the Levitea who were now in control aria here was a

group of the Levites that is objecting to Moses' and Aaron's leaciership, and then the:

Reubenites are objecting to the leadership of the tribe of Levi, but these two groups

here are joined together and it could have destroyed Moses' and Aaron's leadership anu

resulted eventually in anarchy aria destruction. And that has happened in many a rhovelent

is the world's history. In this case the. Lord interveneo. It is highly improbable that the

Israelites ever could have come out of gypt and come into the promised land as they did

without the Lord's intervening in many cases. In subsequent years the Lord has given

his Holy Spirit, has given his leadership to leaders of God's people., hat' given the- wisd=2

has given them the wonderful Scripture from which we can get the truth. But then scat- of
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